Seeing through the Glenn Beck mask:

He’s Dark as night in Shining Armor
Is Glenn Beck a reliable source
for those seeking truth?
Not at all! And here’s why:
Having studied the likes of guys like Glenn Beck for
many years in hoping to get to the bottom of what we
were all being told by those such as Rush Limbaugh,
Sean Hannity, and many others, and having even been
acquainted with Jim Quinn and his partner Rose for a
while, I couldn’t help but see the dramatically shifting
ways that they handled “news”, before and after they
became ‘media superstars’.

about what really happened on 9-11. At this same
time, he began prancing all over the airwaves speaking
of his new Corvette, his new house, and soon
thereafter, his new suddenly-syndicated radio show.
This is where my own sad epiphany of talk radio
ended, and I quickly realized that I now had to also
investigate the investigators.
What I had soon discovered was that Quinn, just like
others before him, had sold out. He had sold his loyal
American listeners down the river for a hefty slice of
the globalist pie. He’s a traitor. And he’s not the only
one of course, but one of many!

Using Jim Quinn as my example here, I had listened to
him from his early years as a local top 40 disc jockey
here in Pittsburgh, and then on through the years in
which he “found conservatism” following a scandalous
harassment charge that was filed against him in the
1980’s. At this juncture, he discarded his previously
liberal stance, and was converted to conservatism. His
own often-repeated line became: “A conservative is a
liberal who’s been mugged.”
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Well, this new conservative-looking attitude didn’t
have much righteousness attached to it, as a little over a
decade later, I soon saw both he and his new partner
Rose at events here and there, routinely denying many
of the basic issues of God’s authority, with Rose
defending her Christian faith without it.
Quinn, being more elusive on the topic of his beliefs,
would only offer (at best) simple generic diatribes of
why the authority of God was only helpful in things
like limiting government powers and so forth.
Having tried from time to time to shed a little light on
them about the Father’s “perfect law of liberty” at
events here and there, at one point I instead began
seeing disturbing changes in Mr. Quinn where it was
clear that something was seriously wrong. Routine
subjects like ‘shadow governments’, ‘Able Danger’,
and more, disappeared from his shows, and were
replaced by mockery for those who were calling-in

Glenn Beck, in one-upping his trade’s predecessors is
not just one of the “good ol boys”, but one of the very
best at his craft. He is the most diabolical of them all.
He’s truly one of the New World Order’s very best
professional “disinformation specialists”.
Allow me to illustrate (and remember, this is just an analogy):
Imagine an average sized middle-American town with
the classic bank robbery taking place right in the heart
of that town. Guns are blazing as crooks are
exchanging fire with an outnumbered sheriff. They
make their getaway, arms loaded with bags of money.
A young man sees much of this and where the crooks
were heading and threatens to squeal as to which way
they were headed, etc., and instead of simply shooting
this young man (due to realizing his popularity in town)
reluctantly decide to throw him a small chunk of the
take, in return that he does his best to keep the town’s
angry mob off their trail. He agrees and begins to drool

over his sudden fortune when the posse comes ‘round
the bend. Anxiously they ask, “Which way’d they go?”
The young man puts on his best “I saw it all” face and
says, “They went that-a-way”, pointing in the proper
direction all right, but then adds loudly as they begin to
head off, “Then they turned up 8th street!”, knowing
full well that they had turned further down at tenth
street (doing his newfound job with greater deception
than even the crooks had perhaps bargained for).
You see, if he had pointed in the complete opposite
direction (as most would) the posse would not have
believed him, as they had already figured out which
general direction they had gone but not the exact street
that they were last seen on. Being in agreement with
the same initial general direction therefore, gives this
co-conspirator the credibility that he needs, to
successfully send them elsewhere. The young
entrepreneur then only has to keep them from actually
“catching up to them”, even if sending them just mere
steps behind them day in and day out.
Each time the crooks would make it to the next
advancing street, and the next, and so forth, the town’s
posse would then again find nothing at the last street
that they had been foolishly sent to and come back to
their “helpful news source” for any new information on
where the thugs may have now been seen, not realizing
that they were being intentionally kept just a mere two
or three blocks just behind them with each new
“investigative scoop”. —Have we Americans
become that pitifully gullible?
Now, the kid knows that some of the more alert
townsfolk have caught on to where the crooks are
really headed, and even while such information is
already spreading among a more observant minority,
the kid waits until the crooks are safely out of those
ranges to then yell out this “new information”, all the
while knowing that this too, is “old hat” but “they don’t
know that”, so its released as a ‘news flash’ to further
bolster his “on top of it” image.
Over time, the crooks eventually get completely
away, the kid laughs all the way to the next town’s
bank, and the now impoverished townsfolk are so
depleted of much-needed resources to continue the
posse’s chase, that they are forced to admit defeat and
return home tired, dejected and in poor health.

Now, back to reality: Glenn Beck has basically ‘taken
over’ for guys like Limbaugh and others, as wiser
listeners were starting to catch on that Rush wasn’t
telling them the whole story, knowing that things just
weren’t fitting with all that he was telling them, etc,
where ‘new blood’ had to be brought in as someone
that people might again trust as the new “short-pointer”
for this gang of escaping villains.
Think about it. What do the crooks care, if the angry
townsfolk are always just a few blocks behind them,
nearly catching up to them, so long as they never really
do, completely catch up? In fact, I can’t help but feel
that some of these elitist egomaniacs get some kind of
‘kick’ in teasing the more gullible of our land as they
lead them on wild goose chases, and in such pathetic
carrot-on-a-stick tormenting ways, that I easily envision
them laughing sickly at the way these heartless hosts are
duping America’s “dumbed-down” masses into a jointridicule of folks raising genuine questions and concerns.
For example, in the Dave VonKleist documentary “9-11
Ripple Effect”, one can clearly witness Glen Beck’s
inexcusable television mimicry of Mr. VonKleist.
Always pointing therefore, just short of where the crooks
really went, the town posse would never truly catch up to
the bad guys, and would eventually be so defeated, that the
crooks could then even come back with their own (betterpaid) ‘lawmen’ (and even unqualified justices now, etc)
and take over the town for even more control and pillaging,
thus finishing them off and taking over for good!
Well there you have it. My five-minute picture of bigdog media as cooperating criminal accomplices.
Sharks like Glen Beck will definitely forever keep you
“hot on the trail” alright, so long as you don’t mind
being a year to ten years or so behind on the important
issues! We therefore my friends, have to look ahead
of sell-outs like Quinn, Beck & others to see through
this cloak of secrecy, as much of their “news” is
routinely what the smaller, new alternative sources
knew long ago. Beck only brings things up as he’s
forced to when it’s unstoppably coming out en mass
anyway via the fast-growing alternative venues. We’ve
got to see these high-paid hucksters for what they really
are, and with our greatest repentant hearts as a nation,
ask the Father to help us convict every single one of
these elitist crooks and their accomplices!
—Dwaine Moore

